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Abstract Network failures occur frequently, and self-healing ability of existing routing protocols cannot guarantee fast route convergence under these failures without impacting packet forwarding. During routing convergence, network routes may be incorrect and even routing black holes and loops occur, which will result in
extensive packet loss and thus inﬂuence network performance. To solve this problem, several improved routing
solutions have been proposed. In this paper, we propose the concept and model of self-healing routing and
analyze the key problems in current intra-domain and inter-domain self-healing routing protocols after brieﬂy
reviewing the characteristics of network failures. We classify the diﬀerent self-healing solutions into two categories based on their design principles: routing restoration and routing protection, and systematically analyze
these diﬀerent typical solutions. Finally, we discuss several key issues in self-healing routing and propose a
hybrid protection and restoration based routing scheme.
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1

Introduction

Routers exchange routing information through routing protocols, and achieve best paths by making
routing decision based on the received information. Unstable factors are inevitable in networks, such as
network failures and topology changes, causing route changes in diﬀerent source-destination pairs. Route
changes will further spread and be delivered to other routers in the Internet, which may interrupt network
connectivity and impact network services. These incidents may cause extensive packet loss or even
network disruptions. For instance, Taiwan 2006 earthquake caused long-term global network disruptions
between China mainland and other areas, including Taiwan, North America and South-Eastern Asia.
Considering the impact of network failures or network robustness, diﬀerent adaptive routing protocols
have been designed and used. However, with the remarkable increase of Internet scale, network failures
frequently occur nowadays. Especially, tens and thousands of Internet applications have emerged, e.g.,
VoIP and real time applications. Users have more and more strict demands for end-to-end network
performance. At present, routing information protocol (RIP) [1], open shortest path ﬁrst (OSPF) [2] and
IS-IS [3] are typical intra-domain routing protocols, and border gateway protocol (BGP) [4] is the only
inter-domain routing protocol Internet. It is not unusual for RIP to take hundreds of seconds to converge,
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while OSPF may require tens of seconds and BGP may require several minutes or longer. Especially,
RIP may have the count-to-inﬁnity problem [5], and BGP may not converge because of policy conﬂicts
[6]. During convergence process, routing black-holes and loops may be raised [7, 8], which may result in
packet loss and large delay and thus inﬂuence performance of Internet applications.
Convergence time which is an important metric to evaluate routing performance denotes the transition
time between two route stable states after network topology changes. Besides, we also need to consider
routing stability and availability. Thus, we propose the concept of routing self-healing to analyze routing
performance after network failures. Routing self-healing means that routing systems can automatically
rebuild routes or switch to failover routes to guarantee packet forwarding under failures.
To address the slow convergence issue and packet loss and delay during convergence, researchers pay
more attentions to improve routing convergence and routing availability. Existing solutions mainly focus
on one of these problems, e.g., routing protection only considers to provide failover routes under shortterm failure but does not consider the case under long-term failures and multiple failures. Systematical
analysis of improved routing solutions should be essential from the view of self-healing routing. In this
paper, we analyze characteristics of network failures and routing failures, and ﬁrstly propose the concept
and the model of self-healing routing and systematically analyze the performance of diﬀerent existing
solutions.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 analyzes current typical network failures and failure
handling. Section 3 proposes self-healing routing model and key issues. In section 4, we analyze several
typical self-healing routing algorithms. Section 5 analyzes the key issues of self-healing routing and
proposes an improved self-healing routing scheme. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

Characteristics of network failures and failure handling
Characteristics of network failures

There are several measurements investigating the network failure events. Markopoulou et al. [9] have
made a measurement study to understand the nature of intra-domain network failures recently, in which
the study is carried out based on the early work proposed by Iannaccone et al. [10]. They collected
IS-IS routing updates from Sprint network and classiﬁed these updates into diﬀerent categories based on
the update root causes, such as maintenance-caused failures, router-related failures, optical-layer-related
failures and individual-link failures. The distributions of time between failures and time-to-repair of each
class were also analyzed. Their studies have three important results: 1) Failures are hourly and common
events. 2) Most failures are transient and only last for less than 100 s. 3) Unstable links have caused
most individual link failures.
Although the above analysis provides detailed information on routing failures, it has a serious drawback:
the data collected are ﬁltered out by the IS-IS protocol. If IS-IS only uses hello packets to discover link
failures, the delay between a failure occurred and the failure detected will be signiﬁcant. For example, if
the hello-interval is 10 s and three consecutive losses of hello packets tear down the adjacency, the delay
will be randomly distributed between 20 and 30 s. The distribution of time-to-repair is also imprecise,
because the link recovery will be reported only when full adjacency relation is established. Recently,
Wang et al. [11] quantiﬁed the impact of BGP updates on control- and data-plane and analyzed failure
log data in Tier-1 network. In addition, they also analyzed physical failure data, BGP session failure and
traﬃc information when investigating the key issues caused BGP routing failures. Their work has some
important ﬁndings: 1) The root causes of BGP routing failures are the single-link eBGP session failures.
2) Administrative session resets and link failures are two major causes of session failures, contributing to
46.1% and 30.4%, respectively.
2.2

Failure handling

Typical intra-domain routing protocols currently used are RIP, OSPF and IS-IS, and inter-domain routing
protocol is BGP. When a failure occurs, traditional routing convergence may proceed in the following
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Network failure example. (a) Network topology; (b) routes.

steps:
• Failure detection. Routers exchange their routing information to check if neighbors work well. If
there is no routing information received from a neighbor in a relatively long time, the router may deem
that a node/link failure occurs.
• Failure advertisement. When a router detects a failure, the router will advertise it to all routers.
Distance- and path-vector protocol (RIP and BGP) may advertise vector information hop by hop and
link state protocols (OSPF) may ﬂood the link information.
• Routing re-computation. A router calculates a new route after a failure, and updates its routing
table.
• Forwarding information update. Routes are updated to forwarding information base (FIB) and
packets will be forwarded based on the updated routes.
Routing convergence time denotes a delay during which routes are calculated to reach a consistent
state. During routing convergence, routing black-holes and loops may be formed [7, 8], and thus packets
may be forwarded to invalid or wrong routers. Figure 1(a) shows the network topology, in which node and
edge denote router and link, respectively. Figure 1(b) denotes the chosen route after routing computation
(the sink tree rooted in node 1)1) . The solid lines indicate the routes before failures and the dash lines
denote the routes after failures. When link 1–2 fails, nodes 5 and 6 may still forward packets to node
2 before node 2 adversities routing update to them, and then a routing black-hole is formed. Distance
vector and link state protocols both have such black-holes. Moreover, diﬀerent durations of routing loops
may be formed in these two types of protocols. After node 2 detects the failure and ﬁnds that node 6
has a route to node 1, the packets will be sent to node 6. Unfortunately, the packet may be sent back
to node 2, because node 6 does not ﬁnish route update, and then a routing loop is formed. When node
6 updates its forwarding table, the routing loop in link state protocol is eliminated, but another routing
loop may exist in vector-based routing protocols. When node 6 receives a route withdrawal, node 6 may
choose route as 6-5-2-1, however, node 5 may choose route as 5-6-2-1. Thus, a routing loop is formed
between nodes 5 and 6. Finally, packets from nodes 2, 5 and 6 may be forwarded to node 1 through node
7.
The analysis above shows that routing black-holes and loops may be formed during routing convergence,
which is caused by internal shortcomings of link state and distance/path vector protocols. Therefore,
fast restoration cannot well solve the packet loss problem during routing convergence. From this point of
view, routing protection should be a potential solution.

3
3.1

Model, evaluation and issues of self-healing routing
Self-healing routing model

In this section, we propose a concept of routing self-healing ability to evaluate and analyze routing
systems.
Definition 1. Self-healing routing refers to the ability of routing systems to rebuild routes or switch
failover routes to guarantee normal packet forwarding.
1) For simplicity, we do not identify diﬀerence between routing protocols in this example.
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State machine of routing convergence in self-healing routing.

We analyze the self-healing process of routing protocol (including intra- and inter-domain routing).
Since most of network change events are single network failures, for simplicity, we only analyze network
state using the single failure model in this section. As a standard routing convergence process illustrated
in Figure 2, there are ﬁve states: Sn denotes a normal state of a network, Sd denotes that the adjacent
nodes detect the network failure, Sp denotes that the adjacent nodes ﬁnish route re-computation and
propagate the update messages, Ss denotes that all the nodes ﬁnish route re-computation and the whole
network stays in the sub-normal status, and Sr denotes that network failure recovers. After a network
failure event, network status will get to state Ss via state Sd and Sp , so Td + Tp + Ts is the routing
convergence time. During routing convergence process, packets sent through the failure node/link may
be lost during Td , and our-of-order packets may appear during Tp and Ts . Moreover, during Tp and Ts ,
some packets may still be lost because of transient route loops.
Packets will be sent to the failed links and then be dropped during Td + Tp . Subsequently, the instable
routes may result in packet loss or out of order packets. Actually, link recovery is also an event of topology
change and the state transition is similar to what we discussed above.
3.2

The metrics of self-healing routing

The basic function of network routing systems is to ﬁnd routes. It is infeasible to use metrics from the data
ﬂow view (i.e., reliability, delay, jitter and bandwidth) to evaluate the self-healing routing performance.
First, diﬀerent applications have diﬀerent requirements. For instance, ﬁle transfer requires high reliability
and is insensitive to delay, while video-meeting requires low delay and does not require high reliability.
Second, these metrics are aﬀected signiﬁcantly by the traﬃc distribution and ﬂow control, which is far
beyond the current scope of self-healing routing research. We thus propose two metrics, availability and
stability, to capture the characteristics of self-healing routing.
When a failure occurs, the chosen route impacted by the failure should be quickly switched to another
route. Availability refers to the state of routing systems, which can be expressed as the ratio of mean time
between failures (MTBF) to mean time to repair (MTTR). Nevertheless, availability can be described by
a distribution curve. Given a network with N nodes, let Avail(ni , nj , t) denote the availability between
nodes ni and nj at time t.
Stability can refer to both route stability and routing protocol stability. Route stability refers to the
frequency of path change. During the transition between two paths, there will be a transient timeout
period. As the transmission time for a packet to traverse a routing system is in the order of ten milliseconds, the transmission can be viewed as an instantaneous event. If there is no transient timeout
period, route stability is not a considerable issue—there is a route for packet transmission at any time.
However, if the protocol is poorly implemented, the routing system may be unstable due to the underlying unstable physical components, or the frequent loss of protocol packets caused by the heavy load of
traﬃc and CPU usage. Routing protocol stability is a basic requirement of routing systems. It refers to
the resource consumption of a speciﬁc routing protocol. In general, there exist transient timeout periods
after failures. Intra-domain routing requires tens of seconds to rebuild a route and BGP may require
several minutes or longer. If the timeout period does not exist, routes are always available. Thus, route
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stability can be expressed by routing availability. In this paper, stability refers to control-plane stability
of routing protocols. That is, it is used to evaluate the service consumption caused by network failures.
For example, when a failure occurs, routing protocol #1 requires 20% CPU cycles to rebuild routes and
protocols #2 requires 100% CPU cycles. Once all CPU cycles are occupied by one routing protocol, it is
inevitable that packets in data-plane will be dropped and transmission delay will be enlarged. Therefore,
we can draw the conclusion that routing protocol #1 has better stability than protocol #2.
Based on the metrics presented above, we can give another deﬁnition of self-healing routing.
Definition 2. Self-healing routing refers to the ability of routing systems to improve routing availability
while maintaining routing stability.
The routing protocols that have such an ability are called self-healing routing protocols. To some
extent, existing routing protocols have the self-healing ability. However, based on the discussion in
subsection 2.2, we know that the self-healing ability of these protocols is not good enough to defend
diﬀerent failures. Thus, the goal of routing protocol design or improvement is to improve the self-healing
ability. That is, we need to improve the routing availability while maintaining routing stability under
failures. Routing availability is to reduce the number of route switch and the route switch delay, and
routing stability is to reduce resource consumption of routes during route update. In the following, we
will discuss the key problems in intra- and inter-domain routing protocols.
3.3

The self-healing problems of intra-domain routing

Traditional intra-domain routing protocols have some internal problems in the four convergence steps,
which directly cause slow routing convergence even divergence.
• Long failure detection delay. Failure detection is restricted by timers which are always longer, so
that routing system cannot always detect failures in time [12].
• Long time failure propagation. Failure advertisement requires ﬂooding failure information to all
routers within an AS. Distance vector protocol will advertise routes hop by hop, which suﬀers a long time.
Especially, it may have the count-to-inﬁnity problem. Link state protocol ﬂood link state information,
but it is constricted by diﬀerent timers. However, we cannot simply shorten timer values because a short
timer may cause routing oscillation.
• Long time route recomputation. Similarly, route recomputation is restricted by timers. Routing
recomputation in diﬀerent routers will not ﬁnish concurrently, which may lead to routing loops during
convergence process.
3.4

The self-healing problems of inter-domain routing

The stability of intra-domain routing directly impacts that of inter-domain routing [13]. Besides similar
self-healing problems in intra-domain routing, inter-domain routing protocol, BGP, has typical internal
problems, which cause slow convergence or divergence.
• False failure detection. BGP routers exchange their routing information through Keepalive message over reliable TCP connections. However, the broken TCP sessions cause unnecessary routing recomputation [8]. This routing re-computation may cause global BGP routing change, and thus results in
network instability.
• Long time routing computation. As a path vector routing protocol, BGP routers may undergo
long-term path exploration to achieve best routing paths. This process is the root cause of BGP slow
convergence. During the route selection process, a router may continuously choose many unavailable
routes as its best route before identifying the real best route.
• Long time route propagation. Some improved mechanisms developed for BGP inﬂuence fast propagation of updated routes. For instance, MinRouteAdvertisementInterval (MRAI) determines the minimum
amount of time that must elapse between advertisements of routes to a particular destination from a single BGP speaker. However, MRAI may signiﬁcantly increase the convergence delay. Route ﬂap damping
(RFD) [14] is a widely deployed approach to limit route oscillation and improve routing stability. However, previous studies show that RFD will falsely suppress routes, and a valid route may be suppressed
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for more than ten minutes [15]. Furthermore, when there is no interaction between diﬀerent routers on
route suppression, a route may be suppressed several times [15].
• Routing divergence. The ﬂexibility and privacy issue of BGP policies may cause routing divergence.
Since diﬀerent ASes are controlled by diﬀerent organizations, they need to conﬁgure routing policies
based on their own interests and these policies are always not publicly available for their peers, which
may cause policy conﬂicts and further result in routing divergence.

4

Analysis of self-healing routing schemes

To solve the routing problems, several improved solutions are carried out. These solutions can be divided into fast routing restoration and routing protection. Fast routing restoration refers to route recomputation and rebuilding after failures. This approach could be developed by changing parameters of
routing protocols, improving routing stability, providing multipath and improving eﬀectiveness of route
computation. Routing protection approaches select failover routes in advance. When failures occur,
route can be rebuilt by switching to failover routes. In addition, to ensure the eﬀectiveness of fast routing
restoration, a fast routing failure detection scheme is essential.
4.1

Routing restoration schemes

Existing fast routing restoration schemes include adjusting routing protocol parameters and weights, improving routing stability, providing multipath and other improvements. We will discuss these improved
schemes applied in intra- and inter-domain routing protocols. The adjustment of routing parameters
concentrates to accelerate the transmission of routing updates, that is, to shorten Tp in Figure 2. Improvement of routing stability and provision of multi-path focus on shortening the computation time
Ts in Figure 2. The fast routing restoration scheme cannot eliminate the routing black holes and loops
during convergence process.
4.1.1

Parameter and weight change

The change of intra-domain protocol parameters can be realized in the following aspects: 1) Failure
detection: Hello exchange period can be shortened to sub-second to speed up failure detection. However,
routing oscillation may be raised, e.g., links can sometimes recover after a short-term failure. The
solution could send link failure news quickly and link recovery news slowly. 2) Failure propagation:
Failure propagation can be speeded up by achieving higher priority than shortest path computation. 3)
Shortest path computation: traditional Dijkstra algorithm can be improved by adopting the incremental
computation algorithm in which only part of SPT is performed.
Moreover, the self-healing performance can be improved by changing link weights. Link weight is the
critical factor of intra-domain routing. In general, the routing algorithm will choose a route who has
the minimal link weights as the best one. The weight of intra-domain routing protocols (i.e., OSPF)
can be set randomly by administrators in a range. Thus, weight change could be a potential solution to
improve routing self-healing ability. One typical solution is proposed by Fortz et al. in [16]. They change
a small portion of link weight to achieve load balance and avoid congestion. Generally, link weight is
always determined by link capacity and load. They conducted some simulations according to American
Nationwide Backbone Network and the results show that ﬂow distribution can reach 90% of the optimal
value only by changing the weight of three links after single link failure occurs.
Self-healing ability in inter-domain routing can be improved by adjusting the routing policies, e.g.,
change of routing update policy. Afek et al. [17] proposed a Ghost Flushing scheme to modify the timers
of BGP protocol. In this scheme, diﬀerent types of update messages are set with diﬀerent timers. That
is, routing withdrawals will be sent without delay and routing update will be sent with a delay. Besides,
in this scheme, existing routes for a speciﬁc preﬁx will be withdrawn before advertising a new route of
the preﬁx. Thus, fast convergence of inter-domain routing will be achieved by fast propagation of bad
news and delay of good news.
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The advantages of protocol parameters and weight change are that they can be easily deployed without
changing protocol and infrastructures and deal with multiple failures. The disadvantages are as follows:
there is no research result of convergence time under multiple failures and CPU consumption with short
protocol timers. In addition, since link failures may frequently occur, network bandwidth will be wasted
with these schemes. Thus, these schemes improve routing availability while decreasing routing stability.
4.1.2

Stability improvement

Failure-carrying packet (FCP) eliminates update ﬂooding process to decrease the failure impact to networks [18]. The basic idea is as follows: When a node detects failures of links or nodes adjacent to it, it
will cache the packets to these failed links/nodes, and perform SPT computation. Then, packets will be
forwarded through the next hop of the new route, and carry all failure information in packets. In this way,
the failure information is transmitted to other nodes with these packets, and thus usual failure ﬂooding
is eliminated. When a node receives packets with failure information, it performs the SPT computation.
FCP makes real-time computation, and a routing path to destination can be found if it exists. Thus,
FCP largely decreases packet loss.
Similarly, route ﬂap damping (RFD) mechanism realized in inter-domain routing protocol can improve
the routing stability and thus the self-healing ability of inter-domain routes. RFD tries to distinguish
continuing unstable routes from routes with occasional failures, and suppresses unable routes to speed
up routing convergence. In this mechanism, every node is set at a certain threshold. When penalty value
of a route exceeds the threshold, the route will be punished and will not be used in a certain period of
time except that the penalty value falls below the threshold. Unnecessary routing computation will be
reduced by applying RFD mechanism to damp unstable routes.
Improvement of routing stability shortens the update process of route change2) . However, under certain
circumstance, it will deteriorate the network performance. For instance, FCP will cause a long delay of
packet forwarding, and RFD will exacerbate the BGP convergence by enforcing improper route damping.
These schemes improve routing stability but decrease routing availability.
4.1.3

Multipath

Multipath schemes refer to provision of multiple paths or next hop addresses3) . Equal cost path in intradomain routing and traﬃc engineering in inter-domain routing are both a kind of multipath. Generally,
multipath schemes in intra-domain routing use diﬀerent paths or next hops, e.g., Outdegree2 (O2) [19],
to forward packets. The most common approach is to apply common link state protocols in general cases
and use backup path or next hop when failure occurs, and routing convergence process starts at the
same time. When the convergence ﬁnishes, routing systems switch to the usual link state protocol. The
purpose of O2 [19] is to solve the traﬃc burst problem raised by failures. The basic idea is to let every
node try to forward packets to two diﬀerent next hops at the same time. Thus, traﬃc of each node will
be shared by multiple paths if no failure occurs. When a single failure occurs, packets will not be lost
but continually forwarded because there is another available next hop. Since traﬃc over failed link is
switched into multiple paths, traﬃc burst will be eased. When failure occurs, each node re-computes the
O2 routes, and then restores to the normal state under which packets are forwarded with two diﬀerent
next hops. In the network topology where nodes have high connection rate, most nodes usually can ﬁnd
two outdegrees. O2 algorithm forms multiple connection paths, and thus individual failure will inﬂuence
the normal data transmission. Thus, it plays a key role in load balance for network traﬃc by traﬃc
distribution to diﬀerent links.
Gao et al. [20] proposed an inter-domain routing backup scheme, which improves the routing reliability
without sacriﬁcing routing stability. The premise of this scheme is that local AS routing policy should
be consistent with business relationship of neighbors. Convergence is guaranteed under any node or link
2) Some routing protection schemes discussed in subsection 4.2 will improve routing stability, e.g., FIR (failure insensitive
routing) [31] will hold the new route before advertising it.
3) The protection schemes presented in subsection 4.2 are special cases of multipath. Since there is no routing convergence involved in routing protection, we do not discuss routing protection schemes here.
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failure by guidelines of BGP multipath. Moreover, Xu et al. [21] proposed a multipath inter-domain
routing scheme (MIRO). In this scheme, dynamic backup path negotiation is introduced and then the
default routing paths are still learned by default BGP protocols. Once backup path negotiation ﬁnishes,
packets can be forwarded in backup path via tunnels.
Multipath is an eﬀective approach to solve self-healing routing problems. However, some key issues
concerning multipath are not well solved yet, such as routing loops and multiple failures. In addition,
in BGP multipath schemes, multipath scheme can eﬀectively improve the convergence performance [22]
only under certain circumstances. However, when multiple failures occur, these schemes may delay the
process of best route selection. Thus, these schemes neither improve the routing stability, nor eﬀectively
improve routing availability.
4.1.4

Other schemes

BGP will experience slow path exploration during routing computation, and the process is a critical factor
that results in BGP slow convergence. This is also an important feature that distinguishes intra-domain
from inter-domain routing protocols. This section will analyze the routing improvement schemes to
address the BGP route selection issue. At present, there are three typical schemes: root cause in updates
to identify invalid routes, e.g., RCN scheme [23]; examination of update eﬀectiveness by comparing
received updates, e.g., Consistency Assertion Scheme [24]; new inter-domain routing design, e.g., HLP
[25].
(1) Pei et al. [23] proposed a root cause notiﬁcation (RCN) algorithm to improve route selection
eﬃciency. It tries to carry a new routing attribute in BGP update to indicate the root cause of routing
update (failure cause of the BGP update message). These attributes include links which cause the route
change, the current state and serial numbers of links. In traditional BGP protocols, when route changes,
e.g., link failure, the BGP router which detects failures ﬁrst puts the place and root cause of changed
route to Update message. This can avoid or mitigate routing blackhole issue during routing convergence
process. That is, some routers may use invalid path to send packets, which causes packet loss before all
the routers reach the same route. Although RCN can eﬀectively improve the convergence ability of routes,
it has some limitations: ﬁrstly, the address and serial number introduces the communication overhead in
the BGP convergence process; secondly, the BGP convergence performance in RCN scheme will depend
on diﬀerent connections between BGP speakers and network topologies, and BGP convergence in site
networks may achieve signiﬁcant improvements; lastly, RCN cannot support incremental deployment.
(2) Consistency assertion reduces path exploration to improve current BGP convergence performance.
In consistency assertion, routers will compare received BGP update messages to distinguish invalid routing
information. For example, when router S receives two routing messages to router D, paths are S : I1 , x, D
and S : N2 , y, N1 , x, D respectively. If the ﬁrst route to destination router D is withdrawn, then the second
route will not be adopted, because the second path is unavailable. BGP convergence time and routing
lookup times decreases greatly by recognizing and deleting unavailable path. But realizing invalid path
lookup algorithm is diﬃcult, and the algorithm will introduce heavy computation costs.
(3) Subramanian et al. [25] proposed a new inter-domain routing protocol called hybrid link-state and
path-vector protocol (HLP). HLP uses infrastructure formed by provider-customer relations among ASes
to restrain routing visibility among diﬀerent layers so as to solve the slow routing convergence, global
transmission of routing change and other issues. Speciﬁcally, existing BGP protocols take IP addresses
of current network as routing granularity. But the granularity of HLP routing becomes an AS so as to
reduce the routing amount in the inter-domain of the Internet. The HLP information hiding separates
the local routing change, greatly improving the protocol scalability and routing convergence. Based on
the AS topology, routing communication cost is reduced by 400 times compared with ordinary BGP.
By limiting route lookup process, the routing convergence delay is linear. Although HLP outperforms
existing BGP protocols, it still has some shortcomings. For example, routing churn in HLP may be still
heavy, which causes poor routing availability.
In addition, intra- and inter-domain routing protocols both adopt scalability technology, e.g., area in
OSPF protocol, route reﬂector [26] in BGP protocol. They improve routing convergence by realizing
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State machine of self-healing routing with routing protection.

scalability of routers. However, these mechanisms may bring side eﬀect. For example, Route Reﬂector
in inter-domain protocol may introduce the routing oscillation [27]. These schemes enhance routing
availability to some extent, however, they cannot ensure or even reduce routing stability.
4.2

Routing protection schemes

Routing protection schemes refer to fast backup route switch in nodes adjacent to failures, thus these
schemes localize failures. Self-healing model of routing protection is shown in Figure 3. Once neighbor
detects a failure, it activates protection paths and network enters in Ss . This process ﬁnishes in Tt . After
network failure recovers, routing node can directly return to Sn . In these schemes, routing black holes
only exist within Td , and routing self-healing time is Td +Tt . Based on this, we know that route protection
is an eﬀective self-healing solution. The main existing routing protection schemes include general IP fast
reroute scheme (IP-FRR) [28–33] and BGP fast reroute (BGP-FRR) [34–36].
4.2.1

IF fast reroute(IF-FRR)

Shand et al. [28, 29] proposed IP based reroute schemes, in which failure information will not be released
when failure is detected. Failover paths are used to realize local failure recovery. With these schemes,
routing interruption time is rather small, because only failure detection and backup route activation are
involved. These schemes are diﬀerent from MPLS based IP reroute. They also diﬀer from traditional
multipath schemes because no routing convergence process is involved and failure information is blocked.
The rerouting performance depends on path switch. Therefore, it can be only used to recover from
short-term failures.
IP based local reroute has many solutions [29–33]. Bryant et al. [30] assign a special address for every
protected node, called not-via address. A not-via address not only indicates failure node P , but also
indicates the destination node or a middle node B on the path. When failure occurs, adjacent nodes of
failure will forward packets using a non-failure interface with a not-via address. Nodes receiving these
packets will know that a node failure occurs in P , and then use backup route to forward the packet
to node B. In addition, Nelakuditi et al. [31] use speciﬁc interface forwarding to realize data packet
forwarding of next-hop. Bryant et al. [32] proposed a packet forwarding algorithm using tunnel under
failures. Atlas et al. [33] proposed an algorithm to compute and choose non-loop backup tunnel.
4.2.2

BGP fast reroute (BGP-FRR)

Bonaventure et al. [34] proposed BGP fast reroute scheme. They pre-compute tunnels to provider networks for diﬀerent types of stub network to achieve FRR. In this scheme, pre-conﬁgured protection is
activated after failure detection with bidirectional forwarding detection (BFD) [14] to eliminate unnecessary path exploration. BGP-FRR dynamically adjusts local preference to avoid the route loop issues
which may be raised by tunneling. Moreover, this scheme proposes a FIB fast update mechanism and
diﬀerent tunnel protection solutions according to diﬀerent tunnel properties.
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Table 1
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Comparison of diﬀerent self-healing routing schemesa)

Self-healing routing schemes
Routing restoration

Availability

Stability

Parameter and weight change

increase

decrease

Stability improvement

decrease

increase

maintenance

maintenance

increase

decrease

Multipath
Other schemes
Routing protection
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IP-FRR

increase*

maintenance*

BGP-FRR

increase*

maintenance*

a) * denotes that it can be achieved under speciﬁc conditions.

Although BGP-FRR scheme eliminates traditional path exploration in multipath schemes, it does not
consider the multiple failure under which BGP-FRR scheme will lose eﬀectiveness. BGP-FRR is only
applicable for short-term routing failure. Long-term protection will introduce extra overhead to BGP
routers, especially when a large number of data packets need to be segmented. So, only provision of
BGP-FRR cannot eﬀectively improve the self-healing performance. Thus, this scheme can only enhance
routing availability and stability under certain conditions.
4.3

Comparison and analysis

Generally, existing fast routing restoration schemes cannot eliminate the constraints between routing
availability and stability. These schemes improve routing availability at the cost of reducing routing
stability, and vice versa. Similarly, routing protection scheme will have a better performance in most
cases of short-term single link failure. At the same time, routing protection schemes eﬀectively eliminate
or mitigate the routing black holes and loops caused by network failures. However, when multiple link
failures occur or protection fails, stability of routing protection scheme may decline. Routing availability
and stability of diﬀerent self-healing schemes are shown in Table 1. Since these schemes do not consider
or solve the mutual constraint between routing availability and stability, simply solving the availability
or stability cannot eﬀectively improve the performance of self-healing routing. In addition, some routing
protection schemes do not solve the routing stability issue under multiple link failures. Hence, these
schemes cannot eﬀectively improve the self-healing ability of routing protocols.

5

Design of self-healing routing scheme

Based on the analysis of self-healing routing algorithms in section 4, we know that existing schemes cannot
fully satisfy the requirements of self-healing routing. That is, we should improve routing availability under
the condition that routing stability is improved or maintained. We will analyze several key issues in selfhealing routing, and then propose a scheme of self-healing routing.
5.1

Key issues in self-healing routing

• Mutual constraints between routing availability and stability. Availability and stability are two
primary issues to address self-healing routing. Most schemes analyzed in subsections 4.1 and 4.2 only
consider partial issues of routing availability and stability. On the one hand, failover paths are involved to
guarantee packets forwarding under failures. In previous studies, failure coverage rate of failover path is
an important metric to measure intra-domain self-healing routing schemes. However, it is hard for a single
speciﬁc scheme to provide high availability and the cost to combine diﬀerent algorithms is too high. Thus,
an self-healing routing scheme with high availability is necessary. Existing studies mostly consider failure
handling in routers adjacent to failures, and may not achieve eﬀectiveness under large-scale failures. On
the other hand, oscillation caused by frequent failure events should be avoided or alleviated. Convergence
performance and stability are mutually constrained. Diﬀerent failures have diﬀerent features. If root
cause of diﬀerent failures can be identiﬁed, e.g., pre-conﬁgured recovery mechanisms can be proposed for
routing failure caused by controllable router maintenance [11, 12], routing availability can be enhanced
with guaranteed routing stability so as to improve routing self-healing ability.
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• Adaptability to multiple failures. At present, there are several intra-domain self-healing routing
schemes to recover from single link failures. However, failures in real networks are random and burst, and
a decent model is required to describe routing under multiple failures and thus an improved self-healing
routing solution is required to deal with multiple failures. Existing solutions could be further improved to
adapt to multiple failures, e.g., routing protection schemes may fail under multiple failures. In addition,
we need to further investigate parameter selection in various improved protocols under multiple failures.
If combined with routing stability solutions, fast reroute could be a potential self-healing routing solution
to recover from multiple failures.
• Other key issues. Simplicity and practicality are the principle of Internet and routing protocol
design. Simple idea, easy implementation, and compatible deployment with existing protocols are requirements of an eﬀective solution to routing self-healing problem. Most existing self-healing solutions
cannot be deployed due to complexity [17]. From the point of view, self-healing scheme with routing
protection could be a satisfactory scheme. Besides, most existing studies concentrate on routing convergence, rarely considering the routing availability issue which directly impact the packet forwarding
performance. The development trend in network applications concentrates on user perspective of packet
forwarding. Especially, current multi-media applications, such as VoIP, present strict demands of packet
forwarding performance to routing systems, e.g., short delay and low packet loss, and thus provide user
oriented self-healing routing. Thus, we should not only focus on routing issue, but on packet forwarding
performance.
5.2

Improved self-healing routing scheme

According to the analysis of self-healing routing schemes in subsection 3.2, we know that self-healing
routing should improve routing availability under the premise that stability is maintained or improved.
To achieve this goal, the following key problems should be solved: 1) fast failure detection; 2) short
black hole time; 3) elimination of routing loops during routing convergence process; and 4) improvement
of routing stability. Fast routing failure detection can be achieved using BFD mechanism which is
independent of any routing protocols. So, we will not discuss it in this section. In this section, we will
analyze how to solve problems 2)–4) in self-healing routing. To solve problem 3), we propose a fast routing
restoration scheme under routing protection, that is, a hybrid self-healing routing scheme by integrating
the advantages of fast routing restoration schemes and routing protection schemes.
Figure 4 shows our proposed self-healing routing scheme. Diﬀerent from the state machine shown in
Figure 2, a protection state Sp is introduced in our scheme. The state indicates that adjacent node has
detected routing failures and activated routing protection. When adjacent nodes detect routing failures,
routing system can ensure the normal packet forwarding by protecting failed path after Td + Tp , and the
protection activation time is much smaller than traditional routing convergence time Td + Tp + Ts . After
failure recovers, protection withdraws and routing system will return to the original stable state after
Tu . Similarly, it also eliminates convergence process of traditional routing protocols, and the delay of
convergence process is Td + Tp + Ts . If long-term and unexpected failure occurs, network cannot always
stay at Sp . This is because protection paths pre-computed are not the best ones. Remaining in this state
may increase extra burden of routers and result in packet forwarding delay and network congestion. At
this time, routers should apply fast routing restoration. In this process, because of the existence of failover
routes, routing black holes and loops will not occur (we will discuss how routing restoration scheme with
routing protection can avoid routing loop in a later section). After Tp + Ts , network will reach another
stable state. In addition, our scheme considers fast routing restoration when routing protection fails. In
this scenario, self-healing model is similar to Figure 2. In the analysis of our scheme, we will discuss how
to improve self-healing routing in detail.
Figure 5 shows the key algorithms in the self-healing routing scheme. Routing protection can eﬀectively
reduce routing black hole time (Problem 2a) caused by simple failures. For instance, Figure 1 shows when
the failure of link 1-2 occurs, protection path between nodes 2 and 7 is used after node 2 detects failure.
Then, all packets sent to node 2 will be forwarded to node 1 through the failover route. At the same
time, routing loop caused by simple network failure is eliminated with the failover route (Problem 3a).
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State machine of hybrid protection and restoration based scheme.

Figure 5

Improved self-healing routing scheme.

Similarly, by using routing protection, node eliminates many unnecessary routing computation, especially
when short-term failure occurs. Therefore, routing protection can eﬀectively improve routing stability
(Problem 4).
As for short-term network failure, routing protection can eﬀectively improve the self-healing ability
of routing. But if network failure is a long-term and unexpected one, pure routing protection is not
an eﬀective self-healing solution because all routes are pre-computed and not the best ones. Routing
protection for long-term failures may raise other packet forwarding problems, such as network forwarding
delay and network congestion. Thus, fast routing restoration is a must in self-healing routing. We propose
fast routing restoration under routing protection, i.e., routing systems still require route reselection. In
such a context, we should consider possible routing loops introduced during routing convergence due to
routing protection. As Figure 1 shows, diﬀerent routing protocols adopt diﬀerent routing computation
algorithms, and routing loops formed also diﬀer. Ordered FIB update can be applied in link state protocol
to eliminate routing loop. As for routing vector protocol, attributes in routing update can be used to
avoid routing loop [35].
However, when complex network failures occur, e.g., multiple failures, these failures may be not covered by a protection solution (Since protection paths are pre-computed, in general, the scheme cannot
guarantee that protection paths can cover 100% failures and protect all links and nodes), and then routing protection will fail. In this context, simple fast routing restoration scheme can eﬀectively improve
self-healing ability of routing. Note that we should guarantee routing stability during convergence. Most
existing schemes expedite route convergence but not consider routing stability during convergence. For
example, we should ﬁlter or not choose some unstable links and routes in route selection so as to largely
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reduce routing protocol computation and probability of selecting unstable or invalid routing. To some extent, improvement of routing stability reduces the number of route switch and improve routing availability
under failures as well.

6

Conclusion and future work

The widespread use of Internet applications imposes strict requirements on routing performance. However, existing routing protocols cannot well meet these requirements. Especially, routing protocols are
unable to well adapt network failures and serve for diﬀerent Internet applications under failures. We ﬁrstly
review characteristics of network failures and then propose the concept and model of self-healing routing.
Based on this, we analyze problems in diﬀerent routing protocols, and we discuss self-healing problems
of these protocols. Furthermore, we survey existing improvements and present qualitative analysis of
advantages and disadvantages. In future work, we will quantify the performance of existing improved
self-healing routing schemes.
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